OVERVIEW

Professional Development
• LibreTexts Subscription
• General Education Transfer Course OER Alignment
• KS OER Summit

Annual Institutional OER Survey
• Challenges:
  ○ Time
  ○ Resources
  ○ Awareness

Legislative Proposal
• OER Position
• Grant Funding
• LibreTexts Subscription
• Future Goals

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Disciplinary Liaisons
• 9 Disciplinary Roundtables
• OEN workshops (192 participants + 8 institutional presentations)

NEXT BIG THINGS
• KBOR OER Showcase
• LibreTexts Training
• State Communication: Google Group & Newsletter

WAYS MHEC CAN HELP
• Course-marking work
• Networking, collaboration, and communication across states
• Benefits of regional summit - possible state rotation